SINGLE DISC MACHINES

A range of single disc machines for the cleaning
and treatment of any type of hard floors

FM43 G is a single disc machine robust and easy to maintain. With
a stainless steel frame and PPL coating, it combines efficiency
and versatility together with a modern ergonomics.
Each machine can be equipped with a 7 Kg extra weight, upon
request. Moreover the removable power cable makes transport
and maintenance easier.

FM43 DS is a dual speed belt driven single disc machine, cable
powered, with large tank capacity and 43 cm working width. It is
extremely low-noise and suitable for:
scrubbing, maintenance cleaning and polishing synthetic, vinyl
and carpet floors.

FM33/43 G
They are equipped with a new nylon gear box for long life, high
reliability and quiet operation.
They are suitable for:
- Water scrubbing of hard and vinyl floors
- Foam or powder carpet cleaning
- Dry maintenance: stripping and polishing of vinyl floors

FM33/43 G - FM43 DS
They are equipped with a safety system through which the machine activation
depends on the simultaneous pressure of the handlebars levers and dead’s man
button. When the levers are released the machine stops

TECHNICAL DATA		
Drive		
Working width
cm
Brush Ø
cm
Disc brush rotations
rpm
Power supply
V/Hz

FM33/43 G
Nylon gearbox drive
33/43
33/43
160
230/50

FM33/43 G - FM43 DS
The operator can adjust the handle to any of the
numerous pre-set levels to obtain the most suitable
working position

FM43 DS
Belt
43
43
180/400
230/50

FM33/43 G
TECHNICAL DATA		
Tank
l
15
Pad holder
cm
33/43
Power
W
1100
Machine dimensions (L x h x w) mm
515x1160x444/
		565x1160x450

FM43 DS
15
43
1100/1350
565x1160x450

CERTIFICATIONS

For any additional information or for a demo please contact your usual Fimap dealer
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FM33 is particularly suitable for heavy duty works. The brush
head unit is made of steel and combines high motor power with
compact size, to guarantee an excellent finishing also in small
spaces.

